
 

Team Cup 
Saturday 21st of May, Breda 

Location:  

Café-Zaal Oranjestad  

Terheijdenseweg 70, 4816 AA Breda (Netherlands) 
0031 76-5875905 

Categories: All teams (4 players each) are placed in the same group 

 

Prizes: Challenge cup, medals and game prizes. 
 

Ranking: The Stratego teamcup does not count towards the international ranking 
 

Entry costs: 20 eur per team 
 

Sign-up: While not mandatory, signing up in advance is highly recommended. We can 
host a maximum of 11 teams. You can sign up as team or as individual. In case you sign up 

as individual Tim will try to arrange a team for you. You can contact Tim Slagboom to 
sign up. Email: tim.slagboom@gmail.com or phone: +316 83 21 74 99 

 

Food & Drinks At the playing venue there is plenty of food and drinks. You are not 
allowed to consume your own brought food or/and drinks at the playing venue. 
  

    
 

Schedule: 

09.45 Start sign up period  

10.30 Closing sign up period & tournament opening 

10.45 First round 

17.30 Celebration of a new Stratego year.. due to circumstances.. in May � (SBN 

Offers one free drink per participant!) 

17.45 Prize ceremony 

Rules: 

The tournament will be held in accordance with the ISF tournament and game rules, as 

published on www.strategobond.nl  



 

Teamcup specific rules 

 
Structure: 

We will be playing 6 rounds using the swiss pairing system. 

In case eight or less teams participate, we will be playing a full competition. Winner of 

the teamcup will be the team which scored the most matchpoints during the tournament. 
Boardpoints may be used as tiebreak. 

 
Matchpoints: 

A team receives 2 points for a win, 1 point for a draw and 0 points for a loss. 
 

Boardpoints: 

During four individual games which the teams will play against each other the normal 

scoring system is used. 6 for a win, 3 for a draw and 1 for a loss. When all four games 
are concluded, the team with the most boardpoints during the match wins the 

matchpoints. 
 

Determing the standings: 

1. Matchpoints 

2. Net board points (Won boardpoints minus boardpoints gained by opponents) 
3. Won boardpoints 

 
If still tied: 

1. Boardpoints scored by player #1, #2 and #3 of each team 

2. Boardpoints scored by player #1 and #2 of each team 
3. Boardpoints scored by player #1 of each team 

 
Teams: 

A team consists of 4 players each. A team must have at least 3 players. In case a team 
uses 3 players, the 4th board will be a loss by default each round. 

 
Team composition: 

There are no requirements nor restrictions regarding the team composition 
 

Playing time 

The total playing time each round is 55 minutes (includes 5 min setup time). All boards 

will play with a bronstein clock. In case both players agree, players can also play without 
a bronstein clock. 

 
 

 

 
 


